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Executive Summary
Driven precast concrete segmental piles are a popular foundation solution. Segmental pile systems
incorporate connections into the pile, therefore it is important to be confident that the strength of
the pile joints is comparable to that of the pile cross-section.
The primary objective of the research was to examine the behaviour of connections in segmental
precast concrete pile systems. This was achieved by undertaking a literature review, laboratory testing
and Finite Element Analysis (FEA).
The uses of segmental concrete pile systems are described and a review of the available pile joints is
given. A review of the relevant design codes was undertaken. The literature review highlighted that
the structural competence of connections in precast segmental pile connection is an issue for concern.
There was a limited amount of scientific literature found on the topic. A programme of laboratory
testing was developed to test a common pile joint under combined axial load and bending moment.
The laboratory programme comprised the testing of a number of joints under constant axial load and
increasing the bending moment until failure. A 3D non-linear FEA of the joint was undertaken and the
results compared to the laboratory testing. Failure of the test specimen was attributed to the concrete
cross section in both the laboratory test and the FEA. It was found that the joint was structurally
sound and did not deform plastically in either the FEA or the laboratory testing.

Flowever, it was

observed in the laboratory testing that the effect of the bending moment on the connection caused
exposure of the reinforcing steel at the joint. This may be a cause for concern for the long term
durability of the pile joint.
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1.0

Introduction

Segmental driven precast concrete piles are a form of piled foundation. They comprise a number of
precast concrete segments that are joined together mechanically to achieve the required depth of
foundation.

They are a popular foundation choice as they provide an economic solution.

The

economy is achieved through the efficient use of material and the speed of installation. Material
usage is optimised as they are typically fabricated offsite in factory conditions; this also ensures good
quality control of the finished product. They can be installed rapidly, \A/ithout the need for excavations,
using a pile driving rig. A segmental precast concrete piling solution recently developed by a leading
UK contractor can install a multi segment 20m pile in just 20 minutes [1] (see Figure 1-1).

Figure 1-1 Installation of segmental precast driven pile [1]

However, as with all piled foundations it is difficult to examine the integrity of the pile once it is in
place.

In addition, financial constraints often limit the scope of pile testing to the minimum

requirements specified in the design standard. Consequently, while the requirements of the design
standard may be satisfied, it is difficult to be assured of the integrity of every pile installed due to the
variations of geotechnical conditions across a site.
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A number of problems can arise with the driving of piles if the underlying strata are transitioning
rapidly from weak to strong strata, there are obstacles present in the ground or rock head is at a
significant slope (see Figure 1-2). In these situations the pile may deviate from the prescribed driving
alignment and a moment may be induced in the pile. If the moment induced in the pile exceeds the
allowable cross-section capacity of the pile segment then structural failure of the pile will occur.
Segmental pile systems incorporate joints into the pile, therefore it is important to be confident that
the strength of the pile joint is comparable to that of the pile cross-section. This is to ensure that
structural failure of the pile is not attributed specifically to the pile joint.

Figure 1-2 Unseen failure of pile due to slope of rock head [2]

In addition to failure during installation, failure may also occur at service load conditions due to the
combined effects of axial force and bending moment. Failure of the pile segment cross section due to
these effects is unlikely under normal loading conditions as the design of members under combined
axial and bending is well documented. However, as the pile is made up of a number of segments it is
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possible that the joint may fail due to the combined effects. Tomlinson et al [2] and Fleming et al [3]
both note that failure of the joint is a significant cause for concern. Consequently, it can be seen that
verification of the robustness and rigidity of the pile joint to provide full transfer of forces from
segment to segment is important.

1.1 Overview of Foundations
Foundations are a fundamental part of every structure in the built environment. Foundations allow
the transfer of load from the superstructure to the ground. They achieve this by mobilising the bearing
capacity of the soil or rock under a structure. Foundations are broadly categorised into two classes:
deep or shallow foundations.
Shallow foundations mobilise the resistance of the soil stratum close to the ground surface. Typical
shallow foundations include pad footings, strip footings and raft foundations. In cases where there is
insufficient bearing capacity in the stratum close to the surface, deep foundations are utilized to
mobilise bearing capacity at greater depths. Typical deep foundations include bored piles, driven
piles, secant pile walls and their variants. There is a broad range of criteria that govern the choice
foundation solution. These include;
The magnitude of the load applied to the foundation;
The ability of the ground to resist the load;
The time available to undertake installation of the foundations;
The presence of contaminates;
The contractor's capabilities and preferred foundation solution.

1.2

Driven Piles

Driven piles (also referred to as displacement piles) are a popular solution for large civil works such as
road and rail projects where there is a significant element of ground works. These projects typically
cover long distances through a variety of ground conditions that can range from competent rock to
peat. In cases where the required bearing capacity cannot be readily achieved by the surface stratum
or provision of a minimum numberof layers of compacted fill then it must beachieved by other means.
The required bearing capacity can be achieved through ground improvement or by providing a suitable
foundation system. Ground improvement comprises a process of ground excavation and replacement
with suitable fill or consolidation where applicable. Replacing ground requires the disposal of large
quantities of displaced material. This has a significant cost and environmental concerns associated
with it. Consolidation is a time intensive process that may not suit a tight construction schedule.
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Traditional forms of replacement piling require lower volumes of material to be disposed but the cost
saving can be offset by the cost associated with their installation. Consequently the benefits of driven
piles become clear as the required bearing capacity can be achieved with no excavation.
Driven piles are most effective where the SPTn value is increasing with depth. They can be made of
steel or concrete. Concrete segmental piles are widely used as they economic to produce and are
suitable for a range of driving conditions. Driven steel piles are more expensive to produce and are
generally used only when very hard driving conditions are expected. One of the drawbacks of driven
piles is that the length is fixed. When there is variation in the depth of the bearing stratum a fixed
length of pile may not achieve the required bearing capacity. Consequently, additional piles may need
to be driven. In situations where there is variation in the bearing stratum jointed types of driven pile
can provide the most viable solution because the length of pile can be increased if required.

1.3

Precast Concrete Driven Piles

Precast concrete driven piles are used for a number of applications. They can either be used
individually or combined using a pile cap for greater bearing capacity. They are widely used in marine
and river structures where use of cast in-situ piles is impractical or uneconomical. They often provide
the most viable solution for brownfield sites where durability may be an issue due to high sulphate
content intheground. Durability is ensured by the provision of sound, high quality and dense concrete
resulting from factory like production in the precast yard. There are number of types of segmental
precast driven pile available on the market.
•

Pile segments reinforced with a single reinforcing bar;

•

Pile segments reinforced with multiple reinforcing bars;

•

Pile segments prestressed with multiple prestressing tendons.

Single reinforcing bar pile segments are popular foundation solution for light residential applications
as they involve no excavation and can be installed far more rapidly than a typical strip footing. This
form of pile is typically only designed to take vertical loads. Pile segments with multiple reinforcing
bars or prestressing tendons are capable of taking greater loads. They are designed to be capable of
resisting vertical and lateral loads. There are a number of benefits to a multi-segment precast pile
solution over single length precast concrete pile.
•

Single length piles require more reinforcement to caterfor handling and driving stresses which
becomes largely redundant once the pile is in situ;
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•

Transportation and handling of a number of shorter pile segments is easier than single length
pile;

•

A single length pile requires a piling rig with more height clearance than a segmental pile;

•

It is difficult to extend a single pile if adequate bearing is not achieved.

One of the draw backs of a driven pile solution as highlighted in section 1.0 is structural failure of the
pile during driving. This can be overcome by pre-auguring whereby a guide hole is drilled along the
prescribed alignment of the pile prior to driving. While there is both a time and cost associated with
this process it is a significant benefit in ensuring competence of the installed pile.

1.4

Pile joints on the Market

There a number of proprietary pile connections on the market. All of the connections comprise of an
end plate, starter bars extending from the endplate that are cast into the end of the pile segment and
a mechanical connector that forms the joint. The means of mechanical connection is the element that
differs in each of the proprietary joints.
1.4.1

Hardrive

The end plates of this connection have a slot cut out each of the four corners. This allows for an 'I'
shaped locking peg to be inserted into the matching slots and hammered into place to secure the
connection. Forces are transferred across this connection from end plate to end plate via the locking
pegs (see Figure 1-3).

;•

, , . . .. .._

(b)
Figure 1-3 Hardrive pile joint [2]
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1.4.2

Herkules

This connection forms the connection by means of a male-female joint (see Figure 1-4). The pile ends
are butted with the one segment rotated 45° to the other. The free segment is then rotated into
alignment with the other segment thus locking the joint into position. Forces are transferred across
the connection via the contact surfaces of the male-female interlock. The Herkules connection is also
manufactured for use with octagonal pile sections

Figure 1-4 Herkules pile joint [4]

1.4.3

ABB

The ABB pile connection is a form of bayonet connection where by a pair of studs protruding from
each end plate inserts into the opposite end plate. A locking pin is then inserted into the stud to lock
the connection in place. Force is transferred across this joint through the shear action of locking pin
and , theoretically, creates continuity of reinforcement across the joint (see Figure 1-5).

Figure 1-5 ABB pile joint [5]
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1.4.4

Single Bar Connecter

This connection is typically used for segmental pile systems that are subject to a compressive load only
as found in light residential applications. The joint is created by inserting a single locking bar into the
joint. Forces are transferred across the joint via the contact surfaces of the end plate (see Figure 1-6).

Figure 1-6 Single locking bar [5]
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2.0

Design Guidance

In order to examine the behaviour of connections in precast concrete segmental piles relevant design
guidance on both the structural and geotechnical design of piles is required.

2.1 Eurocode
The design of precast concrete segmental piled foundations in Ireland is governed by IS EN 1997-1[7]
and IS EN 1992-1[8]. IS EN 1997-1 gives guidance on the geotechnical design of piles. In addition,
clause 7.8. [7] gives an overview of the main considerations that are required for the structural design
of piles.
•

Structural failure of piles shall be verified against IS EN 1992-1;

•

Piles shall be designed to accommodate the effects of all situations to which the piles will be
subjected i.e. corrosion conditions, installation, adverse ground conditions such as boulders
and steeply inclined bedrock surfaces, quality of joints;

•

For precast piles circumstances of transportation and installation;

•

Slender piles passing through water or thick deposits of weak soil shall be checked against
buckling;

•

Normally a buckling check is not required where the undrained shear strength of the soil
exceeds Cu exceeds lOkPa.

IS EN 1992-1 covers the general requirements for the design of all concrete elements including
material, durability and verification of the concrete element at the ultimate limit state. There is no
clause relating directly to the verification of joints segmental concrete pile systems against structural
failure. IS EN 1992-1 lists IS EN 12794[9] as the reference document for specific design guidance on
segmental precast concrete piles.

2.2

IS EN 12794

IS EN 12794: 2005 + Al: 2007[9] is part of a series of standardsthat cover all precast concrete products.
It is the principal standard that covers the fabrication of precast concrete foundation piles. The
standard outlines the minimum specifications and performance criteria for the design and fabrication
of precast concrete piles.

It details requirements for production in both a factory controlled

environment and temporary works on site. The fabrication of both single precast pile units and
segmental pile units with joints either as reinforced with either single or multiple bars or pre-stressed
is also detailed.

Requirements for geometric properties and tolerances are along with the
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specification of a minimum of C35/45 concrete to be used for fabrication. There are a number of
items that are specifically highlighted by IS EN 12794 that should be noted:
•

IS EN 12794 does not cover the site assembly of pile joints;

•

The quality of further structural parts e.g. locking parts necessary to complete the actual
Joining to the pile segments on site; this is regarded at the producer's responsibility;

•

Verification of the capacity of the pile joint should be undertaken with the rules laid down in
IS EN 1992-1.

IS EN 12794 covers the use of joints in segmental pile systems. Annex A outlines the test procedure
for verification of robustness and rigidity of the pile joint. Clause 4.3.1.3 gives the definition of a pile
joint, 'Pile joints shall locate and maintain a coaxial connection between pile segments' [9]. It also
outlines four different classes of pile joints based on their performance under the test regime (see
Figure 2-1).

Class 2

Capacity

Performance

Verification

Methods
Impact load test

A

Compression/tension
and bending

Robustness and
rigidity

Static calculations to be
verified by impact testing and
subsequent bending test.

Impact load test with 1 000
impact blows having stress
level 28 N/mm^, '

B

Compression/tension
and bending

Robustness and
rigidity

Static calculations to be
verified by impact testing and
subsequent bending test.

Impact load test with 1 000
impact blows having stress
level 22 N/mm^. ’

C

Compression/tension
and bending

Robustness and
rigidity

Static calculations to be
verified by impact testing and
subsequent bending test.

Impact load test with 1 000
impact blows having stress
level 17 N/mm2.''

D

Compression

Robustness and
rigidity

Static calculations to be
verified by impact testing.

Impact load test with 500
impact blows having stress
level 17 N/mm^. ^

Ei) deleted text <3
^

Stress level means compressive stresses around the pile joint caused by impact blows

^

Pile joint class (i e. the dynamic stress level during Impact load test) is chosen according to national provisions to correspond the

target geotechnical capacity of the segmental pile

Figure 2-1 Pile joint classes [9]

2.2.1

Pile joint Test Procedure

The procedure for establishing robustness and rigidity of pile joints is covered in Annex A of the code,
it is a Normative Annex. The test procedure involves an impact load test followed by a subsequent
two point bending test. A minimum of three test specimens are to be used one for each test.
To undertake the impact load test, a pile driving rig capable of achieving adequate stress +/-10% on
the joint for the duration of the test is required. The magnitude of the stress is dependent on the class
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of pile joint is being assessed (see Figure 2-1). The pile load test should also be undertaken in an area
where that has been subject to extensive geotechnical investigation and the geotechnical parameters
are well known and understood. The two point bending test is arranged such that the test consists of
two pile segments simply supported with the joint at midspan subjected to a uniform moment. The
joint should be tested along the weakest axis and the specimen should have a span equal to 10 times
the minimum diameter but with a minimum length of 3m.

Figure 2-2 Two point bending test setup [9]

If all three test specimens perform satisfactorily in the impact test, i.e. no failure occurs in the joint
during the test and joint failure in the bending test occurs after the calculated failure. Then the joint
is deemed satisfactory, the joint capacity can then be taken as the static calculation.

2.3

Design and Analysis of Laterally Loaded Piles

Foundation piles are primarily subject to axial load. However, in certain applications piles can be
subject to lateral loads. A lateral load at the head of the pile will result in the generation of a bending
moment in the pile. Concrete piles that are uniform over their length resist the bending moment by
the reinforcement provided in the pile. However, when considering segmental piles subject to lateral
loads the joint must also be capable of resisting the bending moment. Thus an examination of the
literature governing laterally loaded piles is merited.
Calculating the bending moment arising from a lateral load is primarily covered by the guidance
published in CIRIA 103 [10]. Laterally loaded piles have recently become a popular research topic due
to their application in offshore wind turbines; as a result there is a significant amount of information
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available about the modelling of laterally loaded piles. While there is a significant volume of research
available across the topic the basic principles remains the same. It consists of idealising the pile as a
uniform member supported by an elastic foundation.

The stiffness of the elastic foundation is

dependent on the thickness and properties of the soil.
2.3.1

CIRIA103

CIRIA 103 [10] highlights that lateral loads can result from a number of actions:
•

Static

Structural reactions, earth pressure, bollard pulls;

•

Cyclic

Wave loading, rotating machinery, earthquake;

•

Transient

Wind, braking loads, berthing impact;

•

Other

Thermal effects, creep, shrinkage.

Static and transient loads are adequately covered by CIRIA 103 however major cyclic loads present a
special problem which is outside the scope of the report. The failure mode of the pile depends on the
length of the pile and whether or not the pile is fixed at the head or free. Short piles with a free head
fail by rotation about a point close to the toe of the pile. While fixed headed piles fail by lateral
translation. Long piles with fixed or free heads fail when one or more plastic hinges form in the pile
(see Figure 2-3)

Mutic
hinge

ytfOK,

(>) Deflection

(b) Soil reaction

(c) Bending moment

Figure 2-3 Behaviour of long pile subject to lateral load [10]
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Classification of piles as either long or short is on the basis of their actual length relative to their
characteristic length. The characteristic length of the pile is a function of the length and stiffness
properties of the pile relative to the stiffness of the surrounding soil. When the actual pile length is
less than twice the characteristic length it is classified as short. When the pile length is greater than
four times the characteristic length it is classified as long.
The characteristic length is given by:
Characteristic length

4

P =

=

-

K
AEplp

exp 2.1

Where:
K = coefficient of subgrade reaction related to the pile;
Ip = Second Moment of area of the pile;
Ep = Young's modulus of elasticity for the pile.
CIRIA 103 presents a number of charts for calculating the lateral load capacity of both long and short
piles (see Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5). It can be seen that the charts developed to calculate the capacity
of a short pile are based on failure of the soil around the pile. The capacity of a long pile is dependent
on the structural capacity of the pile cross-section to resist bending moments.
In addition to the design charts CIRIA 103 also presents three modes of analysis that are applicable to
the design of piles;
•

Structural frame model where piles are assumed as end bearing only and form a frame with
the ground beam or pile cap. The stiffness method is then used to calculate moments in the
pile;

•

Spring idealisation where the pile is modelled as being supported by an infinite number of
discrete springs. This method is similar to beam on elastic foundation theory it can also
incorporate non-linear springs. It is also known as the p-y or subgrade reaction method and is
suitable for analysis of a single pile only;

•

Elastic continuum method where a linear elastic response of the soil is assumed. It is computer
based method, a single pile or pile group can be analysed.
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Figure 2-4 Lateral load capacity of a short pile [10]

Figure 2-5 Lateral load capacity of a long pile [10]
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2.4

Moment- Axial Force Interaction Theory

Piled foundations can be considered as columns embedded in the ground. They are similarto columns
\A/ithin a building as they are members subject to both bending and axial forces. In order to complete
the structural design of a pile, a series of design load combinations must be checked to ensure that
the combined effects of moment and axial force do not exceed unity when considered parametrically.
For beam and slab design checks typically require that the worst case load combination is checked and
the effects of actions do not exceed the resistances.

However, for the design of columns the

introduction of axial force impacts the moment capacity of the section, thus the moment capacity is a
function of the axial load on the pile. Consequently, undertaking the design of a pile by assuming
maximum effects do not exceed maximum resistances is not strictly true. To complete the design
checks on a pile, all load combinations need to be checked to ensure that the pile is adequate.
Undertaking repeated design checks of the same section is not a very effective method of undertaking
design.

The use of moment axial force (M-N) interaction charts is a more effective method for

undertaking the design of a pile. M-N charts are a common design tool in the design of members
subject bending and axial force.
Axial forces (N) and bending moments (M) cause normal stresses (exp 2.2 -2.3):
exp 2.2

^

exp 2.3

Where:
On,

= Normal stress caused by axial forces;

Om,

= Normal stress caused by bending moments;
= Axial force in the section;
= Area of the section;

M

= Bending moment in the section;
= Second moment of area of the section;
= Distance from neutral axis to section under consideration.

Thus the total normal stress can be written as:
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_N
My
^total ~ A — I

exp 2.4

Assuming compression to be positive and the total stress must not exceed the material strength then:
H
^

My _
i

^total — ^allowable

y

exp 2.5

Both A and I are constant therefore the inequality can be written as:
< 1
I'rd

^rd

exp 2.6

Where:
Nrd = Axial capacity of the section;
Mrd = Moment capacity of the section.
Thus for a linear-elastic analysis of a cross section, with uniform material properties in both tension
and compression the inequality (exp 2.5) yields an M-N interaction curve (See Figure 2-6). Any
combination of axial force and moment outside of this chart will result in failure.

Figure 2-6 M-N Interaction chart for linear elastic material
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2.4.1

M-N Theory for Concrete

Calculating the M-N chart for reinforced concrete is more difficult than for a linear elastic material
because it does not have the same properties in tension and compression. In addition, there is a non
linear stress strain relationship in the material. Consequently, an M-N interaction chart cannot be
solved by simply calculating the maximum values of normal stress attributed to axial load and bending
moment and joining them with a straight line (see Figure 2-7).

Figure 2-7 M-N interaction plot for an RC section with uniform reinforcement [6]

In order to calculate the moment axial force interaction curve for a reinforced concrete column a
number of points must be calculated to plot the curve these include; the pure compression point
where the section fails purely in compression; the pure tension point where the section fails in tension;
the balance point where the section fails with both the concrete crushing and the steel yielding
simultaneously and a number of general points.
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Pure Compression point:
^Rd,c

^cfcd

^sfyd

exp 2.7

Where:
Mrci.c

= Compressive resistance of the section

Ac

= Net area of concrete

fed

= The design strength of concrete = characteristic strength(fci<)/1.5 [8]
= The net area of steel
= The design strength of steel = characteristic strength(fyk)/ 1.15 [8]

Pure Tension Point:
^Rd,t

^sfyd

Nfid.t

= Compressive resistance of the section

As

= The net area of steel

f/d

= The design strength of steel = characteristic strength (fyk)/ 1.15

exp 2.8

General Point
A point on the curve is defined by its t\A/o coordinates the moment and the axial force. Failure of the
section occurs either when the strain in the concrete reaches 0.0035 [8] and the section fails in
compression due to concrete crushing (brittle failure) orthe strain in the steel exceeds 0.0022 and the
section fails in tension due to the steel yielding (ductile failure) similar to under-reinforced concrete
beam ( see Figure 2-8). If both the steel and the concrete reach their respective failure strains at the
same instant then the concrete and steel will crush and yield simultaneously.
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axis *

Axis of bending

0.0035
Compression controls

0.0035
Fyd/Es= 0.0022
Balanced condition

___ *

0.0035
f .

' '

Tension contro'S

Figure 2-8 Strain in an M-N curve [[6]

A point on the curve is defined by two coordinates the bending moment and the axial force. Combined
bending and axial compression failure occurs when the top fibre strain reaches 0.0035 (see Figure
2-9). A point on the interaction curve can be defined from either the steel strain or the neutral axis
depth or the steel strain.

0.0035

Figure 2-9 Relationship between strain and neutral axis depth
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Using similar triangles we find the following relationships:
X

0.0035

_

di

djO.OOSS

0.0035+£5

X

exp 2.9

0.0035+ Cc

and
0.0035

di-x

--------

exp 2.10

fc = 0.0035-^—

Thus knowing either the neutral axis depth or steel strain the other can be found. In order to calculate
the points on the curve the contributions of moment and axial force must be resolved (see Figure
2-10). Therefore the axial capacity and the bending are given by:
Nrd =

exp 2.11

Pc - Ps

exp 2.12

M rd

0.0035

Strain

0.567fck

Stress

Figure 2-10 Stress strain relationship for concrete section

The balance point can be calculated using the same methodology as a general point by taking the steel
strain as 0.0022.
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3.0

Literature Review

A review of the available literature on the behaviour of connections in precast concrete pile was
undertaken. It was found that there was anecdotal literature on the internet but there was a limited
quantity of scientific literature available. A number of text books made reference to the topic, "Pile
Design and Construction Practice, Fifth Edition" Tomlinson et al [2] and "Piling Engineering, Third
Edition" Flemming et al [3] but did not cover it in detail. The available literature is mainly concerned
with the fabrication and physical testing of pile joints.

3.1 Tests of 24in. Square Prestressed Piles Spliced With ABB Splice Units
This paper covers the testing of a number of 600mm square precast pile segments that are connected
using a large ABB joint (see Figure 3-1 and section 1.4.3). As part of the testing regime nine joints
were tested, three in tension , three in compression and three in bending. The purpose of the testing
was to establish the competency of the large joint that had not been previously used.

Figure 3-1 Typical ABB pile joint [11]

3.1.1

Tension Test

The tension test consisted of two 45ft segments jointed together using the ABB joint supported on 4
rollers. The tension test was undertaken by pulling on prestressing strands left exposed, one strand
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at a time, in seven increments up to a total load of 2713kN. This load corresponded to the design
strength of the 8 reinforcing bars used to anchor the joint end plates. The joint opening for the three
test specimens was measured, during the test the maximum joint opening was 0.58mm. All three
joints carried the full tensile load with no visible signs of cracking.
3.1.2

Bending Test

The bending test consisted of two 18ft segments jointed together. The segment was simply supported
and subject to two points loads either side of the joint to ensure that a constant moment was provided
across the joint (see Figure 3-2).

r Splice

L

24 x24

ft

Roller

S'xS'xSkg Block
(Set in Mortar)

^iab Floor

1

17.0'

17.0*

I la s 25.4 mm
I ft = 0.3048 m

Figure 3-2 Bending test setup [11]

The point loads were applied 1.83m either side of the joint, this was to ensure that a constant moment
was applied across the joint and the full length of the anchorage bars. Measurement of the joint
opening and midspan deflections was recorded. The loads were applied in 17.8kN increments up to a
maximum of 175kN. It was found that two of the three test specimens achieved the computed
moment capacity. One of the test specimens did not reach the design moment capacity due to
fabrication difficulties.
3.1.3

Compression Test

^

^
/i

i ( M''

The compression test consisted of two 8 ft segments jointed together. The specimens were tested in
a 13350kN capacity Baldwin hydraulic test machine (see Figure 3-3). It was found that the three test
specimens all failed in the same manner with failure of the pile segment occurring just at the end of
the embedded anchorage bars. The failure of the pile segments was sudden and resulted in the
complete destruction of a three foot length of pile.
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Figure 3-3 Compression test setup [11]

3.1.4

Conclusion

The conclusions from the paper indicate that all the pile joints behaved as would be expected, based
on the mechanics of material principles as applied to the reinforced and prestressed concrete
members.
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3.2

Mechanical Splicer for Precast, Prestressed Concrete Piles

This paper discusses the development of a pile joint for use with 500mm octagonal precast pre
stressed concrete pile segments (see Figure 3-4).

RIBBED RODS
025 X 1000
TYP. X 8
EACH SIDE

CONNECTING PIN
05Onmi

LOCKING PLATE

OCTAGON SOOtntn

Figure 3-4 Octagonal pile splice [12]

This pile joint is similar to the commonly available ABB type pile joint (see section 1.4.3) where the
connection is created by continuity in the bars anchored into the end of the pile segment. The joint is
created when the connecting studs are inserted into the hole on the opposing plate. Each plate has
four studs and four holes. The connection is secured in place by eight locking forks.
3.2.1

Te.sting

The test program for the pile joints consisted of tensile test of the welded joint between the
connection pins and the ribbed anchors. A pullout test on the connecting pins and the ribbed anchors
was also undertaken. The results from these tests all showed a ductile failure of the anchor bar away
from the pile joint.
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3.2.2

Installation

The piles were installed as foundations for a number of bridges as part of a road and rail complex
along the Ayalaon river project in Tel Aviv, Israel. The piles were pre-augured to a depth of 16m and
diameter of 400mm to allow for easier driving conditions. Pile embedment has been achieved to a
depth of 45m using this joint on foundations for rail and road bridges in Israel.
3.2.3

Conclusion

This pile joint appears to be a competent pile joint and follows similar principles to the ABB joint.
However, there is significantly more fabrication required than in those produced by the
aforementioned. The joint was developed to meet local requirements where but the octagonal
precast pile was most common and they were unable to fabricate them in sufficient length for the
requirements. The major downfall of this joint is that is manufactured as a pair and that each pile
must be joined to its matching partner.
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4.0
4.1

Laboratory Testing
Introduction

Given the lack if test data highlighted by the literature review, it was decided to develop a test
programme for the most common type of joint. The laboratory programme involved testing a
representation of the Hard Drive pile joint under combined axial and lateral loads.
This could have been achieved by installing a length of pile that included a joint in an area with well
documented geotechnical properties and applying an axial and lateral load to the pile. However, it
was decided that this was not feasible due to cost, difficulty in providing a uniform lateral load along
the length of the pile and possible damage to gauges during the driving of the pile. Therefore, a
programme of testing to be conducted in the Heavy Structures Laboratory (HSL) in Cork Institute of
Technology (CIT) was developed. The testing involved subjecting two pile segments jointed together
using a Hard Drive pile joint to a constant axial load and applying a lateral load that provide a uniform
bending moment across the pile joint until failure.

4.2

Laboratory Health and Safety

All laboratory work was undertaken in the HSL in CIT. In keeping with best practice and departmental
policy all work was undertaken with an emphasis on health and safety. Prior to commencement of
laboratory work a Risk Assessment (RA) was completed for all works to be undertaken. The RA
identified all key work elements to be undertaken and those which required an additional safety
method statement to be drawn up as they were not a standard laboratory procedure.

Personal

protective equipment including steel toe capped boots, gloves, safety glass, overalls were worn at all
times throughout the course of the laboratory work.

4.3 Test Specimen Design
Four test specimens were fabricated, one to be used as a trial to work out any fabrication issues and
assess the performance of the test setup. The remaining three to be used to undertake a robust test
regime and form a body of test data. In order to ensure that scaling issues would not be an issue a
one to one scale representation of the smallest commercially available joint was fabricated, a 200mm
square pile joint. Fabrication drawings were unavailable for a 200mm joint and the only available
drawings were for a 270mm joint. Therefore these drawings were used as the basis for the design of
the test segment and the dimensions modified to result in a 200mm square joint. The overall length
of the test specimen was limited by the maximum working length available within the lateral test rig,
approximately 1600mm. It was decided that the overall length of the specimen should be no more
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that 1500mm, resulting in two segments with overall length 750mm in length. This also allowed for a
single pile segmentto be cast from one concrete mixer with eight standard 100mm x 100mm concrete
cubes.

4.4

Concrete Mix Design

Two trial concrete mixes were trialled using laboratory guidance with a view to achieving a grade of
C35/45 concrete as specified in IS EN 12794. Mix 1 was batched using CEM I with a water cement ratio
of 0.55, Mix 2 was batched using CEM II with a water cement ratio of 0.5. Limestone aggregate was
used for both mixes. Mix 1 and Mix 2 achieved cube strengths of 42.3 N/ mm^ and 42 N/mm^
respectively at 28 days. Mix 2 was selected as CEM II was more readily available in the laboratory, (see
Appendix-A forthe full mix design specifications)

4.5

Fabrication of Test Specimens

Fabrication of the test specimens required a number individual elements to be fabricated prior to
assembly and casting the segments:
End plates (see Figure 4-1);
Locking pegs (see Figure 4-2);
Shear links;
Main steel;
Timber formers (see Figure 4-3).
The majority of the steel fabrication was undertaken in house by the laboratory technician [Mr. Jim
Morgan] in the FISL or other technical operatives in CIT. The timber formers were also manufactured
by the laboratory technician. The locking pegs were fabricated by CrossBarry Precision Engineering.
Once all the independent elements were fabricated they were assembled and fitted into the timber
former (see Figure 4-4). The main steel was secured to the end plate by drilling a hole in the plate,
inserting the bar half way into the plate filling the remaining space with weld. The other side was
welded all around with a 6mm fillet weld. This was to ensure that the main steel was fully bonded to
the end plate. After the first test the concrete was broken out around the end plate to visually inspect
the weld. Upon inspection of the weld no faults or deformations were found thus it was deemed an
appropriate method of connecting the reinforcement to the end plate (see Figure 4-5)
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196
H12 Reinforcement with
6mm fillet weld all round

Figure 4-1 Pile joint end plate (Dimensions in mm)

22

22

Figure 4-2 Pile joint locking peg (Dimensions in mm)
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196

Figure 4-3 Timber formers (Dimensions in mm)

Figure 4-4 Segment in mould prior to concrete casting
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Figure 4-5 Connection of reinforcement to end plate. Inspection of welds after Test 1
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4.5.1

Concrete Casting

All concrete was batched and cast in the HSL in CIT. In order to speed up the production process, it
was decided to use the shake table in order to compact the concrete rather than the vibrating tool.
This was decided because it would achieve a much more uniform compaction of the segment than
using vibrating tool. The concrete segments and matching cubes were cured indoors in the laboratory
in order to achieve consistent temperature and humidity. The segments were not cured in a curing
tank because of concerns that exposed steel end plate would begin to rust which would make
assembly of the joint difficult.

4.5.2

Material Sampling

Samples of all materials used in fabrication of the test specimens were taken so that accurate material
properties could be used for the inputs of the FEA models and hand calculations. Samples of steel
were tested in a 50 tonne Denison tensile test machine to calculate the uniaxial yield stress (see Figure
4-6 and Table 4-1).

Figure 4-6 Denison test machine and output screen

Concrete cubes were also taken to calculate the strength of concrete that was achieved on the day of
testing. It was decided to crush cubes at seven days and on the day of testing. The seven day test was
used to identify any faults with the initial concrete casting and crushing cubes on the date of testing
would ensure an accurate value of the strength of concrete for the FEA (Table 4-2).
Table 4-1 Strengths of steel
Material

Ultimate tensile stress (N/mm^)

Main Steel
Locking Dowel
End Plate

632
574
No sample available (Steel Grade = 5235)
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Table 4-2 Concrete cube strengths
Test No.

Segment

Average Cube Strength
(N/mm^)

Segment

Average Cube Strength
(N/mm^)

1
2

A
A1
B1
XI
Y1

32.43
37.48
31.18
45.75
41.13

B
A2
B2
X2
Y2

34.97

3
4
5

31.06
36.92
42.29
38.95

4.6 Test Setup
4.6.1

Initial Test Setup

In order to undertake the laboratory testing an apparatus capable of providing a reaction in two
directions was required. This was achieved using a combination of the large test rig and the lateral
test rig^ The initial test set up comprised a pair of pile segments enclosed in the lateral test rig and
simply supported with the pile joint located at midspan. The axial load was generated using a hydraulic
jack and the reaction provided by the lateral test rig. In order to develop a uniform bending moment
hydraulic jacks were located either side of the joint along the centreline of the pile segment with the
large test rig providing the reaction (see Figure 4-7).

^ The lateral test rig was designed by M. Matson MEng. [13] for previous research carried out in the HSL.
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Figure 4-7 Initial test setup
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4.6.2

Modified Test Setup

After the initial test a number of faults were identified with the setup that required the test setup to
be modified. Firstly one of the load cells was found to be faulty, as no other load cell was available
one of the jacks had to be removed. Thus one of the vertical jacks was removed and the single jack
was employed directly over the joint with a spreader beam used to provide the reactions in the same
locations as the two jack setup (see Figure 4-8).

Figure 4-8 Modified test setup
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Another issue that was encountered with local crushing of the concrete butted against the left hand
side of the lateral test rig. During the setup for the test it was found the end of the concrete segment
was not square thus a metal shim was inserted to help square the test specimen. However, when
bedding in the test specimen, the stress built up in the concrete directly in contact with the metal shim
causing local cracking of the concrete (see Figure 4-9). In addition, to this the end of the concrete
segment butted against the test rig provided a support which is neither pinned nor fixed but
somewhere in between. The stiffness of the support would be exceptionally difficult to quantify for
the FEA consequently a removable end plate that could act as a roller was fabricated (see Figure 4-10).
A thin sheet of card was also placed between the end plate and the concrete surface to avoid and local
cracking of the concrete.

Figure 4-9 Cracking of concrete in Test 1

Figure 4-10 Removable end plate
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4.6.3 Applied Loads
The loads were applied to the specimen using a hydraulic jack and manual hydraulic pump available
in the laboratory. The maximum capacity of a pump and 50 tonne jack is 465kN as specified by the
manufacturer's recommendations. After reviewing the previous research it was established that
when combining two jacks it is difficult to ensure that both jacks apply load at the same rate. This
may lead to unwanted forces being introduced to the specimen due to eccentric axial loading. Based
on this it was decided to work within the capacity of a single jack when considering the load to be
applied axially. In addition, for the initial test setup two 25 tonne jacks connected to a single pump
were used to apply a lateral load to the specimen and achieve a uniform bending moment. However,
as discussed previously, the setup had to be altered and the two jack set up replaced with a single 50
ton jack and spreader beam. In order to avoid local crushing of the concrete at the point of load
application a 150mm x 150mm x 10mm thick steel plate was place under point of application of the
lateral and axial loads. The applied load was measured using a load cell, a tilting cap was also used to
prevent seals in the hydraulic jack being damaged.
4.6.4

Aiialy.sis of Test Setup

The configuration of the test setup is similar to that undertaken for previous research. Calculations
undertaken for the previous research indicate that the maximum safe working load of the large test
rig is 250kN on each hydraulic jack in the initial test setup configuration (see Figure 4-7). Calculations
undertaken for the modified test setup indicated the safe working load would not be exceeded. The
calculations were undertaken in accordance with Eurocode with an additional factor of safety applied
of 1.5 applied to give the working load. The lateral test rig was also analysed in accordance with
Eurocode and with the additional factor of safety. The calculations undertaken on lateral test rig is
capable of withstanding a safe working load of lOOOkN. [13]

4.7 Laboratory Test Programme
The laboratory test programme was designed to give confidence in the accuracy of the test results and
that all apparatus were functioning correctly prior to testing the specimen to failure. The test program
comprised testing of four test specimens, the first acting as a trial and the other three forming the
main body of testing. Prior to the destructive tests a series of non-destructive tests were completed
to ensure that the apparatus were functioning correctly and the specimen was fully bedded in. The
non-destructive tests consisted applying the specified axial load for the test and 50% of the bending
moment. Based on the capacity of the jack a test programme was designed as follows (see Table 4-3).
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Table 4-3 Test Programme

Test No.

Axial Load

Bending Moment

Test 1

200kN

Failure

Test 2

ISOkN

Failure

Test 3

300kN

Failure

Test 4

450kN

Failure

Test 5

300kN

Failure

In addition to the four tests that were initially a planned, a fifth test was carried out reusing the end
plates and locking pegs from the first test. For this test the location of the reinforcement was changed
in order to move it as close to the locking peg slot as was feasible.

196
*

✓

H12 Reinforcement with
6mm fillet weld all round

CD

Figure 4-11 Test 5 joint
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4.8 Test Data
A Vishay Strain Smart 7000 data logger \A/as used to record all data during the testing. This device
allows for data from multiple measuring devices to be recorded at a set time interval (typically 10
readings per second) and exported in Excel format. The gauges that were used throughout the testing
are as follows:
600kN Load Cell

x3;

Displacement gauge

x5;

Strain gauge

varies

Inclinometer

x2

Load cells were used to measure the load applied through the hydraulic jacks. A series of displacement
gauges were used to measure deflections in the test specimen. Three gauges were used to measure
vertical deflection, one at midspan and one each on the left and right segment. A gauge was employed
to measure the axial deflection and another to measure any out of plane movement of the specimen
that may have arisen due to eccentric loading (see Figure 4-12). All of the deflection gauges were
mounted on a frame that was independent of the test rig to ensure that measured deflections were
as a result of test specimen deflecting and not the rig. Inclinometers were used to measure the
rotation either side of the joint (see Figure 4-13).
After initial consultation with the laboratory technician it was decided that it would be too difficult to
fix strain gauges onto the locking pegs and ensure that they remained functional while locating the
locking pegs. However, after the first test it was decided to attempt to fix strain gauges on the locking
pegs in order to examine whether there was yielding of the locking pegs. In addition strain gauges
would also give an indication if the load was being applied at an eccentrically (see Figure 4-14). As was
initially expected a number of the strain gauges were damaged while locating the locking pegs in place
but some relevant data was still collected. Strain gauges were also employed on the reinforcing bars
for the fourth and fifth test but with limited success. This is due to the difficulty of waterproofing the
strain gauges against the wet concrete.
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Vertical gauges located

Figure 4-12 Location of displacement gauges and load cells

Figure 4-13 Location of inclinometers
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Locking Peg Locations
End Plate

Figure 4-14 Strain gauge on locking peg and reinforcement

4.9 Test 1
The first test was undertaken in order to test the experiment set up and establish some preliminary
results before proceeding with the further tests. As the load cell used to measure the axial load was
found to be incorrectly calibrated the results from this test have been disregarded. Failure of the test
specimen occurred due to failure of the concrete cross section. Failure of the test occurred suddenly
in conjunction with a very audible cracking noise. This mode of failure was replicated in later tests
with high axial loads which would indicate that the axial load applied was in excess of what was
prescribed for this test and that failure of the specimen was due to concrete crushing rather than
failure of the reinforcement.

4.10 Test 2
The test results indicate failure of the concrete cross section at time t = 734s, an axial load of 191 kN
and bending moment of 26.5 kNm (see Figure 4-15). Failure of the concrete cross section occurred in
the right hand segment (see Figure 4-18). This is as expected because the concrete strength of right
hand segment was 31N/mm^ compared to 37.5N/mm^ in the left hand segment. There is a difference
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between the displacements on either side of the joint. This can be attributed to either asymmetric
loading or the support conditions on the right hand segment being less constrained than the left hand
segment because the tilting cap provides less restraint than the fabricated end plate. During the
assembly of the test specimen two of the strain gauges on the locking pegs were damaged while
locating the pegs in position, consequently only readings for two strain gauges were available (see
Figure 4-16).

Test 2 : Applied load
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Figure 4-15 Applied loads for Test 2

Test 2: Locking Peg Strain
200

• Front Face Lower
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Figure 4-16 Strain in locking pegs for Test 2
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Test 2: Displacements
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Figure 4-17 Displacements for Test 2

Figure 4-18 Failure of the test specimen on the RHS for Test 2
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4.11 Test 3
Failure of the test occurred in the RHS segment at time t=930s, an axial load of 307kN and a bending
moment of 27.5kNm (see Figure 4-19). This test exhibited similar features to that of the second test
whereby the RHS deflected more than the LHS (see Figure 4-20). In addition, it can also be seen
through the strain gauges on the locking pegs that there was some eccentricity of the applied loading
(see Figure 4-21).

Test 3: Applied Load
350

• Axial
• Bending

Figure 4-19 Applied loads for Test 3

Test 3 : Displacemnts
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Figure 4-20 Displacements for Test 3
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Test 3: Locking Peg Strain
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Figure 4-21 Strain on locking peg for Test 3

Figure 4-22 Failure of the left hand segment for Test 3
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4.12 Test 4
The results of test four indicate failure of the concrete cross section on the RHS at time t =780s, an
axial load of 424kN and a bending moment of 26.5kNm (see Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-27). The test
also displayed similar attributes to the previous tests whereby the right hand segment deflected more
than the left hand segment (see Figure 4-24). The strain in the locking pegs and the reinforcement
also indicates that there was some eccentricity in the application of loading compared to what was
prescribed (see Figure 4-25 and Figure 4-26).

Test 4: Applied Loads
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Figure 4-23 Applied loads Test 4

Test 4; Displacements
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Figure 4-24 Displacements Test 4
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Test 4 :Locking Peg strains
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Figure 4-25 Locking peg strains Test 4

Test 4: Strain in Bars
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Figure 4-26 Strain in reinforcing bars on the front face Test 4
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Figure 4-27 Failure of the right hand segment for Test 4

4.13 Test 5
Test 5 was an additional test carried out because it was found that the joint used in the first test could
be re-used. For this test the cover to reinforcement was reduced (see Figure 4-11). The test results
indicate that failure of the concrete cross section on the RHS at time t = 1052s, an axial load of 294kN
and a bending moment of 29kNm (see Figure 4-28 and Figure 4-31). This test also exhibited similar
properties to the previous test where by the right hand segment deflected more than the left hand
segment (see Figure 4-29). The strain on the locking pegs also indicate that there is some eccentricity
of the applied loading (see Figure 4-30).
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Test 5 : Applied load
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Figure 4-28 Applied loads Test 5

Test 5: Displacements
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Figure 4-29 Displacements Test 5
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Test 5: Locking Peg Strain
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Figure 4-30 Locking peg strains Test 5

Figure 4-31 Failure of right hand segment Test 5
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5.0

Finite Element Analysis

The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was undertaken using London University Stress Analysis Software
(LUSAS) version 14.7 [15].

5.1

Introduction

A series of LUSAS models were developed to examined the moment axial force interaction effects on
the joint. The models were calibrated using test data obtained from laboratory testing. The main
benefit of the LUSAS was that it allowed analysis and recording of results to be completed that are not
feasible in laboratory testing. However, the downfall of the LUSAS modelling is that it can be difficult
to replicate the exact conditions of the laboratory testing in the software. FEA software operates in
absolutes whereas in reality very minor eccentrics may still exist in the test set up regardless of the
level of care taken in the laboratory to ensure accuracy.

5.2

Model Development

Due to the geometry involved in the pile joint it was established that attempting to create a model
using simplifications were not feasible. Consequently, a 3D non-linear analysis was utilised during.
The extent of the model consisted of the area within the lateral test rig, it was deemed unnecessary
to incorporate the test rig in the FEA model. This may allow for some error to develop between the
results from LUSAS and the results from the laboratory testing. This is as a result of the rig deflect
under the applied loading. However, after reviewing previous research undertaken in the HSL in CIT,
no evidence was found that the deflection of the test rigs posed a significant risk to the accuracy of
test data.

5.3

Geometry

The geometry of the model is based on the geometry of the test specimens that were tested in the
lab (see Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2). In order to reduce the size of the model and the number of
elements in the model and the consequent amount time taken to run the analysis a technique known
as symmetry was employed. Symmetry involves reducing the size of a model by half about any plane
where the model is found to be symmetric. When using symmetry the applied loads must also be in
line with the number of symmetry planes being used. For this analysis the model is symmetrical about
a vertical plane along the centre line of the test specimen.

5.4

Boundary Conditions

In order to achieve an accurate representation of the test setup in the LUSAS model, modelling of the
boundary conditions is very important. The symmetry was modelled by providing restraint in the z-
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direction only thus allowing the model to shorten due to the axial load and displace vertically due to
the applied bending moment. The rollers in the test setup were modelled by providing a line of
restraint along the y-direction at the appropriate location. The fabricated end plate was modelled by
extending the LHS of the model by 50mm and applying a line of restraint in the x-direction (see Figure
5-1).

Restrained in the Zdirection to
represent symmetry

. ft

Restrained in the xdirection only

i
ft

I
Restrained in the ydirection to represent
the vertical supports

Figure 5-1 LUSAS boundary conditions

5.5 Loading
The loading was applied to the model in a similar manner to the way in which it was applied to the
test specimen. First the axial load was applied to the model followed by the vertical load (see Figure
5-2)
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Axial Load

-Vertical Load

Figure 5-2 Applied loads

5.6

Material

The material properties for the LUSAS model were based on the results of the lab test data except in
the case of the steel endplate where no sample of the material was available for testing and the
material strength is taken as the specified value (see Table 4-1). In order to run the LUSAS model, a
number of material properties had to remain elastic. This was done for two reasons, first to speed up
the modelling and second to prevent concrete crushing from stopping the model prematurely. Elastic
material properties were applied to a section at either end of the model and to a slice of concrete in
contact with the end plate (see Figure 5-3). This was done because the model failed in the initial stages
of the application of the axial load due to mass crushing around at the interface of the plate. In
addition, elastic concrete was also used around bars. This was done to prevent local cracking of the
concrete directly adjacent to the reinforcement that was causing the model to fail prematurely. For
the purpose of the analysis it is assumed that the reinforcing steel has a uniform circular cross section
12mm in diameter and that the steel is fully bonded to the concrete. This was deemed an appropriate
solution because attempting to model the bar with the ribs present in reinforcing steel would be of
no significant benefit (see Figure 5-4).
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Figure 5-3 Material assignments

Reinforcement

Figure 5-4 Assignment of plastic concrete around reinforcement
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5.6.1

Modelling of End Plate to Reinforcement Weld

It was deemed that modelling the weld as steel with uniform cross section and similar material
properties to the reinforcing steel was a suitable approximation. This is because assessing the heat
affected zone, the actual material properties of the weld would be difficult and not of significant
interest. In addition, the visual inspection of the weld after the first test indicated that no visible
deformation of the weld had occurred (see Figure 4-5).

Actual Cross Section

Assumed Cross Section

Figure 5-5 FEA representation of the weld

5.6.2

Concrete Model 94

For the analysis the concrete strengths were taken as the results of the cube tests (see Table 4-2).
LUSAS has a plastic material model called Concrete Model 94 for use when modelling the failure of
concrete (see Appendix- B). This material model can be used with both mass concrete and reinforced
concrete. For this analysis the reinforced concrete option was used. The material model gives a
number of parameters that can be altered depending on the analysis undertaken, with the exception
of the concrete strengths the default values were retained (Figure 5-6). This material model causes
failure of the analysis when it can no longer calculate the fracture strains i.e. the allowable strain has
been exceeded due to excessive cracking or crushing in the analysis.
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Figure 5-6 Concrete material model input command box

5.6.3

Steel Yield Model

The material model used for the plastic steel was the stress potential model using Von Mises stress as
the yield criterion (see Figure 5-7). As the analysis is primarily concerned with reinforced concrete
and the initial yield point of the steel is sufficient for analysing failure of the cross section, the effects
of strain hardening are ignored.
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Figure 5-7 Steel material model input command box

5.7

Slidelines

In order to achieve an accurate representation of the pile joint in the LUSAS a number of contact
surfaces had to be used. This was required because in order to achieve an accurate representation of
the steel and concrete interfaces as well as the steel to steel contact surfaces. There are number of
slideline attributes that can be utilised depending on what contact surface is to be modelled. Friction
and no-friction options are used to model contact surfaces where there is friction or no friction, the
main parameter that can be altered is the coefficient of friction between the surfaces. This model
required steel on steel interfaces and steel on concrete interfaces to be modelled. However, there is
little actual movement in the model and the slidelines are primarily being used to prevent surfaces
passing through one another (see Figure 5-8 and Table 5-1).
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Table 5-1 Slideline attributes
Location

Material Interface

Type of Slideline

Coefficient of friction

Locking Peg-End plate

Steel-Steel

Friction

0.54

End plate-Concrete

Steel -Concrete

No Friction

N/A

End plate-End plate

Steel-Steel

Friction

0.54

Concrete

Figure 5-8 Slideline locations

5.8

Mesh

As a 3D model was used it had to be meshed using 3D elements. The model was meshed using an 8 node 3D solid continuum element using linear interpolation. This element was chosen because it
allows for the use of the plastic material models and slidlines. To ensure the accuracy of the model it
is important to undertake a mesh independence test. This involves checking that the results from the
model are the same regardless of the number of elements in the model. Initially a coarse mesh was
applied to the model and the value of the midspan deflection was recorded (see Figure 5-9). The mesh
was then refined and the analysis re-run. The mesh was refined until there was no significant
difference in the value of the deflection at midspan between mesh refinement steps (see Table 5-2).
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Coarse Mesh
Figure 5-9 Coarse and fine meshes applied to model
Table 5-2 Mesh refinement step
Mesh Refinement Step
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Super Fine

Displacement (mm)

0.73572
0.75690
0.75909
0.75910

Difference(mm)

-

-

0.02118
0.00219

-

0.00001

-
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5.9

Non-linear Controls

A non-linear analysis was required for this model because yielding of material and contact surfaces
exhibit non-linear behaviour. In order run a non-linear analysis it is necessary to implement the non
linear controls in the LUSAS. The non-linear controls allow a load increment (a small fraction of the
total load typically 1-10% of the total load) to be applied to the model and the resulting strains
calculated before applying the next load increment and repeating the calculations. This process is
repeated until the full load is applied or the solution fails to converge (the FEA software is unable to
calculate the resulting strains). Failure of the solution to converge may be a result of a number of
factors other than that which is the primary consideration of the analysis i.e. failure of convergence
may occur due to slidelines when material yield is the primary focus of the analysis and vice versa.
Therefore, it is very important to eliminate all possible reasons for failure of convergence before
accepting the results of the analysis. The majority of the default settings in the non-linear controls
were retained for the analysis and the starting load increment was set to 5% of the total load.

5.10 Results
When examining the results from any FEA it is important to assess whether or not the model is
behaving as would be expected. It can be seen that slidelines are behaving as would be expected with
no contact pressure occurring in the lower portion of the cross section, i.e. below the neutral axis of
the concrete section (see Figure 5-10).

I

I

End plate - End plate

Concrete- End plate

Figure 5-10 Contour plot of contact pressure on slidelines at failure for Test 1
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From the contour plot of Von Mises stress in the locking pegs it can be seen that the stress
concentration in the locking peg reduces as the axial load on the model increases, as would be
expected (see Figure 5-11). A plot of the displacements indicate that the section is behaving as would
be expected with the maximum deflection occurring at midspan. In addition, there is also a difference
between the magnitude of the deflections between the left hand side and the right hand side as was
found in the lab testing but not to the same magnitude (see Figure 5-12).

I

I
I
Test 2

I

Test 4

Test 3

Figure 5-11 Von Mises stress contours on lower locking peg at failure

Deflections
0.05000

20

■Test 2 LHS
•Test 2 RHS
Test 3 LHS
•Test 3 RHS
•Test 4 LHS
Test 4 RHS
•Test 2 Midspan
■Test 3 Midspan
■ Test 4 Midspan

Figure 5-12 Vertical displacement v applied bending for Test 2,3 and 4
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The failure mode of the LUSA5 models \A/as similar to that recorded in the laboratory testing with
crushing at the top and cracking at the bottom. The LUSAS models for Tests 2,3 and 4 exhibited the
same crack crush pattern that was found in the laboratory testing. However, unlike the laboratory test
yielding of the reinforcing steel did not occur as a result the LUSAS model was failing before what was
expected.

Crushing

RHS

Mj^i |i

rit h I
Cracking
Tension Zone(Dark Red Area)

Figure 5-13 Contour plot of stress in the x-direction at failure for Test 2

LHS

Crushing

RHS

Cracking

Figure 5-14 Contour plot of Von Mises stress at failure for Test 3
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LHS

Crushing

RHS

Cracking

Figure 5-15 Contour plot of Von Mises stress at failure for Test 4
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6.0

Discussion

The results of the laboratory testing indicate the configuration of the pile joint that was tested was
structurally sound and the failure of the concrete cross section was the primary mode of failure.
Failure of the concrete cross section typically occurred 165mm-185mm form the centre of the joint
with the formation of a large crack. During the laboratory it was found that assembly of the pile
connection was difficult. The difficulty was encountered when locating the locking pegs despite
providing a taper on the end plate to allow the pegs to be located more easily. From an on-site
assembly perspective, the fabrication tolerances would play a significant role in how well the peg is
seated into the end plates. If a peg was seated loosely into the end plates cyclic loading could result
in the peg working its way free of the end plate. Thus some method of securing the peg should be
employed, such as providing a spot weld. In addition, the possibility of a pile being installed without
all four locking pegs would be a cause for concern as the co-axial connection would not be maintained.
It was observed in the laboratory testing that the effects of the bending moment on the connection
and the resulting deflections caused in exposure of the reinforcing steel at the connection (see Figure
6-1). This may be a cause for concern for the long term durability of the connection.

Figure 6-1 Gap formed between concrete and end plate at failure Test 2
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The laboratory testing was largely successful. However, it was observed in the fourth test that the
effect of axial load and the lateral load was causing the lateral test rig to lift from the bed of the large
test rig. It is recommended that the lateral test rig be secured to the bed of the large test rig for any
future testing that employ a similar setup. It was also found that as failure was due to the failure of
the concrete cross section and not the joint the benefit of the data from the inclinometers was limited.
If the joint had yielded the use of the inclinometers would allow for moment-rotation curves for the
joint to be developed. The laboratory testing also demonstrated the difference between concrete
crushing and steel yielding governs failure of the section. This was noted in Test 1 and Test 4 when
failure of the section occurred abruptly with an audible bang and the value of the applied load reduced
instantaneously (see Figure 4-23). The failure of Test 2,3 and 5 occurred with yielding of the steel prior
to crushing of the concrete. This is seen in the gradual reduction of the applied load (see Figure 4-15,
Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-28).

6.1

Test 1

As discussed previously the results from the first test were disregard as one of the load cells was found
to be incorrectly calibrated.

6.2

Test 2

As the right hand segment has the lower cube strength the M-N curve for this segment was plotted
(see Figure 6-2). It can be seen that at an axial load of 191kN that the failure of the concrete cross
section will be attributed to tensile cracking and yielding of the steel in an under reinforced failure.
Comparing the results between the hand calculations and the laboratory testing there is good
correlation however the correlation with the LUSAS analysis shows failure of the section before both
the laboratory testing and the hand calculations. The failure of the LUSAS model occurred in a similar
manner to the lab testing with tensile failure of the model on the bottom and crushing on top on the
right hand side near the steel end plate (see Figure 6-2 and Table 6-1).
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Figure 6-2 M-N curve for right hand segment of Test 2
Table 6-1 Comparison of failure loads for Test 2

LUSAS
Laboratory Test
Hand Calculations

Axial Load (kN)

Bending Moment (kNm)

191
191
191

11.76
26.5
21.3

6.3 Tests
Based on the M-N curve for the left hand segment it can be see that at 307kN that failure of the section
would be governed by crushing of the concrete as opposed to a tensile failure. The laboratory testing
and hand calculations show a good correlation but the LUSAS model fails before both of the others.
The mode of failure of the LUSAS model was as expected with tension cracking at the bottom and
compression crushing at the top of the model (see Table 6-2 and Figure 6-3)
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Figure 6-3 M-N curve for left hand segment of Test 3
Table 6-2 Comparison of failure loads for Test 3

LUSAS
Laboratory Test
Hand Calculations

6.4

Axial Load (kN)

Bending Moment (kNm)

307
307
307

14.7
27.5
23.6

Test 4

Based on the M-N curve for the right hand segment it can be see that at 424kN that failure of the
section would be governed by crushing of the concrete as opposed to a tensile failure. The laboratory
testing and hand calculations show a good correlation but the LUSAS model fails before both of the
others. The mode of failure of the LUSAS model was as expected with tension cracking at the bottom
and compression crushing at the top of the model. The increased axial load in this model appears to
have had the impact of improving the accuracy of the LUSAS results. This may be as a result of the
failure of the section being associated with crushing rather than cracking of the concrete (see Table
6-4 and Figure 6-4).
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Figure 6-4 M-N curve for right hand segment of Test 4
Table 6-3 Comparison of failure loads for Test 4

LUSAS
Laboratory Test
Hand Calculations

Axial Load (kN)

Bending Moment (kNm)

424
424
424

19.05
26.5
28.7
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6.5 Tests
Based on the M-N curve for the right hand segment it can be see that an axial load of 294kN that
failure of the section would be governed by crushing of the concrete as opposed to a tensile failure.
The laboratory testing and hand calculations show a good correlation (see Table 6-4 and Figure 6-5).

M-N Curve Test 5

♦ M-N Plot
■ Laboratory Test

Figure 6-5 M-N curve for right hand segment of Test 5
Table 6-4 Comparison of failure loads for Test 5

Laboratory Test
Hand Calculations

Axial Load (kN)

Bending Moment (kNm)

294
294

29
26
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7.0

Conclusions

Based on the literature review undertaken it was found that the structural competency of the
connections in segmental piles is a cause for concern. The literature review established that there is
limited scientific data available. The results of the laboratory testing indicate the configuration of the
pile joint that was tested was structurally sound and the failure of the concrete cross section was the
primary mode of failure. Neither the end plate nor the locking peg in the joint configuration that was
tested exhibited any sign of yielding or plastic deformation. The FEA analysis and hand calculations
support the results of the laboratory testing. However, it was observed in the laboratory testing that
the effects of the bending moment on the connection and the resulting deflections caused in exposure
of the reinforcing steel at the connection. This may be a cause for concern for the long term durability
of the connection. Further research would be required for confidence in the joint in all configurations.

7.1

Further Research

A further literature review should be undertaken to encompass more detail on modelling laterally
loaded piles using FEA software. In addition, undertaking a site visit to a location where segmental
precast concrete piles are being installed would be beneficial.
The laboratory testing could be expanded to consider the following:
•

The application of an axial force exceeding the capacity of one hydraulic jack and the resulting
impact on the moment capacity;

•

The use of high strength concrete;

•

Omitting the axial load and applying only a bending moment to the section;

•

Omitting one of the locking pegs and the effect on the bending moment.

The FEA model should be expanded to examine a complete precast concrete segmental pile with a
number of segments with geotechnical boundary conditions. Fatigue of the joint due to cyclical
loading should also be examined with FEA.
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Introduction
Background
Driven precast concrete segmental piles are
a popular foundation solution for large civil
works, where there is a significant element
of ground works involved. They comprise a
number of precast concrete segments that
are joined together mechanically to achieve
the required depth of foundation. There are
number of proprietary pile joints on the
market (see Figure 1).

The popularity of segmental concrete piles
arises from their economy. This is achieved
through efficient use of material and speed
of installation. In addition, there is no
excavated material to be disposed of which
cab have cost and environmental concerns
associated with it. A recently developed
solution by a leading UK contractor claims
that a multi segment 20m pile can be
installed in just 20 minutesl-f

In these situations the pile may deviate from
the prescribed driving alignment and a
moment can be generated in the pile
resulting failure of the pile. As segmental
piles incorporate connections into the pile it
is important to be confident that the strength
of the connection is comparable to the pile
cross-section.

Problems can arise with the driving of piles
under certain conditions:
•

Figure 1 - Propriety pile joints^'^ ,

Underlying strata are transitioning
rapidly from weak to strong strata,
• There are obstacles present in the ground
e.g. boulder clays,
• Rock head is at a significant slope (see
Figure 2)

Literature Review
Tomlinson et al.t'i and Fleming et al.[’*i
both note that it is a cause for concern
but do not cover the topic in detail.
Gamble and Bruce!'*! undertook testing
of a pile joint in tension, bending and
compression separately. It was found
that the joint performed satisfactorily
and that failure was attributed to cross
section of the pile.
Design of segmental precast concrete
piles is covered by BS EN 127942005!^!. It defines the requirements of a
pile joint and outlines a test procedure
for verification of their robustness and
rigidity. However, it does not give
specific guidance on how to undertake
the design of a joint.

Figure 2 - PilefailurS^^

Analysis
Laboratory Testing
The laboratory analysis involved testing a
pile joint under an axial load and uniform
bending moment. Four specimens were
fabricated, each specimen comprised of two
750mm long sections of 200mm x 200mm
pile joined together using a representation
of a Hard Drive pile joint (see Figure 3).
This joint consists of two end plates that are
connected together with four locking pegs.

The prescribed axial force was applied to
the specimen and the bending moment
increased until failure. After the first test
modifications to the setup were required
(see Figure 4). The remaining three
specimens were used to form the body of
test data.
A

Figure 3 - Test specimen

Figure 4 - Modified test setup

Test Results

The FEA and hand calculations displayed
similar trends to the laboratory testing (see
Figure 7). The stress developed in the
locking peg was approximately 20% of the
yield stress

Finite Element Analysis
A 3D non-linear Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) was undertaken using the software
LUSAS. The analysis utilised plastic
material properties for both the steel and
concrete. Slidelines were also utilised to
model the contact surfaces. A number of
approximations were used to the time to run
the mode.
• A plane of symmetry was used to half the
model,
• Elastie material properties were retained
in parts of the model away from areas of
interest,
• It was assumed the that the welds were of
uniform cross-section and had similar
material properties to the bar.

Failure of the analysis was governed by the
plastic material properties. The LUSAS
material model - Concrete Model 94 was
used to model failure of the concrete while a
Von Mises model was used to set the yield
criterion for the steel (see Figure 5). Material
properties in the analysis were based on the
results of material sampling from the
laboratory testing

Figure 5 - Typical stress contours and crack
crush pattern atfailure

Results
The results of the laboratory tests indicate
the configuration of the pile joint tested was
structurally sound and did not deform
plastically. Failure of the concrete cross
section was the primary mode of failure (see
Figure 6).

It was observed during the laboratory
testing that the effects of the bending
moment on the connection caused exposure
of the reinforcing steel at the connection
(see Figure 8).

M-NPIot
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X LUSAS Test 2
ah^raiory Test 2

Figure 7 - Comparison of test Results

There is a lack of guidance available on
how to undertake design of a pile joint.
It was found that the configuration of the
pile joint tested was structurally sound
and failure of the concrete cross section
was the primary mode of failure.
There may be a cause for concern with
regard to long term durability of the joint
due to exposure of the reinforcing steel
at the joint.

♦ M-NPtol
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Figure 6 - Test specimen and stress
contours in lower locking peg atfailure

Conclusions

Figure 8 - Exposure of the joint due to
bending moment
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Further research would be required to
have confidence in the strength of the
joint in all configurations.
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BS EN 12794:2005

Verification of robuirtness and rigidtty of
pile joints is by mearts of physic^ testing.
There are 4 pile joint classes.
Specific guidarree on design of joints is the
manufacturers responsil^.

Ortven precast segmental piles are a
popular foundation solution.
There a number of proprietary pile Joints
available ‘Wenkufcs, Hard Orivt, ABB'.
The importance of desl^ for of moment
axial fora interaction is well documented
for reiflfoiced concrete.

Laboratory Testing
-------- -

Definition: 'Piejoints shailhcatt and
maintain a coaxial connection between pde
segments'.
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•ITA representation of Hard Drive pile Joint
was tested under combined axial load and
bending momerit.
Four test specimens were fabricated.
Test specimens comprised 2 ysomm long
sections of 200mm xaoomm pile.
Test setup modified after first test.
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Finite Element Analysis

Zrack- Crush pattern at failure

Von Mises Stress in lower
locking peg at failure

Results
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Conclusions

There Is a lack of guidance available on how to undertake the design of a pile Joint
The configuration of the 'Hard Drive' joint that was tested was found to be
structurally sound.
There may be cause for concern with regard to the long term durability of the joint
due to exposure of reinforcement at bending moments near the ultimate limit
Omission of a locking peg from the joint may be cause for concern.
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